
Postgraduate and Mature Students’ Committee
Meeting – 16.02.2022

Attendance: JS (PGM President), AW (President), KM (VP), JWa, RD, FR

Apologies: JC

Location: Zooooooom

Update

JS: Spoons brunch went well, not highly attended but appreciated and some exec came which
was good for someone who wanted to know about the Calais trip. Not a lot else to update on
other than generally trying to get MCR PresComm organised. We’ve had one meeting this
term and the SU have been a lot less visible this year. Exciting stuff in the works though -
people are keen to set up a different committee with members from all common rooms to
organise a cross college PGM ball so it would be like a ball committee. Let me know if you
would be interested

Research Forum

JS: On Tuesday there is the next research forum - FR is speaking which will be good. Would
love to see you there

AW:  I am going to try go

JS: We try to make it as casual as possible. 7:30 start and will be advertising in the next few
days

Murder Mystery Formal

JS: Murder mystery formal is coming up. It is going ahead on the 2nd which is two weeks
from today. We’ve been stilted getting on with actors and the script but I have had a few
people keen to act

KM: I can make a graphic and put a call out for actors and script writers on the 12 South
Theatre accounts if you want. How many actors do you need?

JS: We don’t have a script yet so do need a writer and we aim for 8 actors - all blind casting
just need to commit to learning the script and attend the formal. Quite a casual commitment.
JW and JC have been involved in writing in the past so would you be keen to help again?

JWa: I am happy to be involved but if someone is more keen that would be great
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JS: KM can you do an advertisement for a writer with a deadline of this weekend

AP: KM to put a graphic out for writer and actors

AW: EM said he acted before and would be keen to do it again. Do we not have a script from
a few years ago?

JWa: I have the scripts from the last four/five years and the first one I have from 2017, no one
will have seen that one

AW: It could be tweaked too

JS: As long as there is a basis with the actual logistics of the murder we can work from it.
The President normally has a cameo in it or involved in some way

AP: JWa to forward all the scripts

AW: I’m free and happy to be involved

JS: Is anyone else keen to be involved in writing or acting? I think JC will want to be
involved. I do have three places on High Table that I need to fill. Would anyone not in the
acting be keen to come? Check calendars and let me know. If you act the formal is free.
Logistics wise it looks like it’s going to be full capacity and regular service

FR: I am happy to come to High Table

Other Events

JS: Only other thing to raise is I’m conscious that not everyone will want to come to a formal
but may be keen for a social - over the next few weeks is anyone keen to get in touch with the
bar for a pg night?

RD: I am out of the uk for the month but am more than happy to jump in after that

JS: I will check with TM for when the bar has been booked

AP: JS to speak to TM about booking a night in the bar

AW: I am pretty sure the bar does quiz or game nights on Fridays so 11th would be good, a
week and a half after the formal

RD: That sounds perfect

JS: Will get the ball rolling and will maybe do another brunch or cafe crawl before the end of
term too?

FR: I am happy to help with the quiz
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